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Policy and Trends

• US Chamber’s Enterprising States

• Future of the Heartland

• Small business regulation

• Regional housing

Context for my thoughts: Drawing from policy and planning

Planning and Implementation

• Regional economic planning

• Econ Dev org planning

• Business strategy sessions

• Community planning on 

downtowns, arts, social services, 

homelessness

• ND STEM Network

• Red River Corridor Fund

Driving insight. Mobilizing people.



WHAT are we trying to do?

WHY are we engaging outsiders?

WHO are we trying to reach?

HOW do we execute?

Thinking about community initiatives….



WHAT



Executing current activities while also 

adapting those same activities to face future 

opportunities and challenges.

Chief Challenge for any Organization

Example: Plan for plowing the streets vs the shift towards walkable urbanism



How much of this work is technical?

How much of it is about relationships, trust, 

and changing minds?

Key First Question



Technical problem vs       Adaptive Challenge

Authority                        vs                Leadership

Protection from change vs      Distributing loss

Need to know the difference



Technical problem vs       Adaptive Challenge

Authority                        vs                Leadership

Protection from change vs      Distributing loss

Plat for gas station vs Eliminating 

parking minimums

Need to know the difference



We don’t fear change, we fear loss.

Key leadership behavior: Diagnosing 

and distributing loss

Renaissance Zone: Short-term tax forfeit vs long-term revenue

Loss of Arbor Park vs positive catalyst for development



Disappointing your own people at a 

rate that they can absorb

Leadership Definition: 



adapting to an uncertain environment

requires leadership without authority

Leadership is a behavior, not a role

Change-drivers must exhibit leadership and 

improve trust without formal authority

Heifetz and Linsky, Cambridge Leadership Advisors



WHAT?

BOOSTING LEADERHIP
Creating a platform and structure
For community members to 
Do their own work



1. Increase trust and leadership behavior

2. THE PLAN: A nice list of action steps

Two goals of Community Strategic Planning

Driving insight. Mobilizing people.



WHY



WHY Engage in Community Planning:  A 

Continuum

Input and 

Feedback

Sourcing 

Ideas

Implementing 

Projects

Policy or 

Political 

Change

Values 

and 

Identity 

Change



WHO



Ed Morrison, Purdue Agile Strategy Lab



Technical input committee

• Pick people based on who they 

represent

Biggest pitfall in committee selection

Task force for driving change

• Pick people based on values, 

commitment, and personality first.

• “Equal representation” is 

impossible, it’s the committees job 

to ensure all voices are heard

• The committee is the seeds for a 

new network

Driving insight. Mobilizing people.



Self interest and Common Interest

Self 
Interest

Common 
Interest

As a group member,

what hat are you wearing?

Our group cannot lose sight of

common interest



Self 
Interest

Common 
Interest

Not either/or but BOTH



HOW
Tactics and Structure





Good Outcome Bad Outcome

Good Process Deserved Success Bad Break

Bad Process Dumb Luck Poetic Justice

Navigating Uncertainty

Russo and Schoemaker, Winning Decisions

“Championship teams 

will occasionally have a 

bad process and a good 

outcome. Championship 

organizations, however, 

reside exclusively in the 

upper half of the 

matrix.”

-Paul DePodesta, A’s, 

Padres, Dodgers, 
Cleveland Browns

Beware of outcome bias.



Downtown Grand Forks Planning Project

Goals

• Mobilize private sector committee

• Establish why downtown matters

• Pave the way for future technical 

planning





1. Private sector steering group – Two co-chairs, 

politicians on the committee

2. Committee-driven ideation

3. Heavy staff engagement

4. Public input via station-based meeting

5. Media relations

6. Individual council-member meetings

7. Launch direct to city council

Grand Forks Project Structure





Gathering Citizen Ideas

65 people in focus groups and interviews 

620 people online



Focus group: How do you feel about the 
future of downtown in just one word?



620 Survey Participants

Downtown is important to the success of 
Devils Lake 

A vision and plan for downtown is 
worthwhile

Maintaining and improving downtown is 
a worthy public investment

87% 

90% 

87% 



A lot to build on

•History 

•Strong retail, including grocery

•Many events, both established and new

A committed group of citizens willing to step forward



Four Key Strategies for Downtown

Create amenities 
and activity before 
housing

01

Increase 
cooperation 
among business 
community.

04
Let citizens and 
businesses lead

03

Prioritize new 
experiences

02



Downtown Devils Lake will never be what it once was – and that’s OK. Great neighborhoods are 

always evolving and changing with the times. As we work to diversify our economy, attract new 

workers, and expand opportunities for citizens, downtown will play a critical role in our future. 

We have a lot to build on. 

Conclusion



1. Personal Interviews 

2. 6 open focus groups based on interview findings

3. Select steering group

4. Online input survey

5. Vet recommendations with steering group

6. Public launch events

Devils Lake Project Structure



Focus in what we can 
Start doing right now
And catalytic projects





A vision for the Firestone lot

An evening summer music and food event



Don’t ask the public what 
They’re not equipped to 
answer





For political decisions, focus 
Public input on perceptions 
and values



41

12%

22%

10%

33%

24%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Very Unsafe

Somewhat Unsafe

Neutral

Somewhat Safe

Very Safe

What is your perception of pedestrian and bicycle 

safety in your neighborhood?

57%

34%



42

[VALUE] 4.11

3.77

3.36

2.80

0

1

2

3

4

5

Walkability & Bikability

for Children During

Schools Hours and

Activities

Cost Walkability & Bikability

for Everyone

Minimizing Impact to

Traffic Flow

Beauty & Aethetics

As Our Community Makes Improvements to Pedestrian and Bicycle 

Safety, How Should We Weight the Following Factors? 



Face-to-face and online 

should feed each other



Face-to-face and online 

should feed each other



Think through every 

meeting structure and get 

creative with tools



Guidelines for today

• Give everyone a chance: on-screen voting, followed by 
discussion

• Recognize differing values and viewpoints

• Discuss the idea, not the person

• Be future oriented, avoid rehashing old conflicts

• Community building is an emergent, messy process, we 
will go where the discussion takes us

• 90-minute meeting

• Others?



Grand Forks Longest Table



Critical trend:

Local planning convergence of

Economic Development

Workforce Development

Community Development and Social Services

Technical and Land Use Planning



Brookings Institution: Remaking 

Economic Development

Top-line growth doesn’t ensure bottom-line 

prosperity

Two basic components:

1. Markets: get them right

2. Civics: execute by influencing complex community 

systems  … leadership, governance, institutions



Remaking Economic Development: 

Five principles for action

1. Set the right goals

2. Grow from within

3. Boost trade

4. Invest in people and skills

5. Connect place



Why does engagement matter?

The most critical skill for 

effective civic leadership

is listening.
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